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Abstract

As artificial intelligence advances, it can
increasingly be applied in collaboration with humans
in decision-making contexts. However, questions on
the design of different collaborative environments
remain open. In the context of AI-advised human
decision-making processes, we analyze the influence of
AI advice on human confidence in the final decision.
In a laboratory experiment, 458 subjects performed an
image classification task. We compare their confidence
over three treatments: i) a baseline case where subjects
do not receive any AI advice; ii) where subjects
receive AI advice; and iii) in addition to AI advice
subjects also see the certainty of AI for its choice.
Our results suggest that while AI advice can increase
human overconfidence, this effect can be mitigated
by augmenting the AI advice with its certainty. Our
results not only contribute to the growing literature
of human-AI collaboration, but also bear important
practical implications for the design of collaborative
systems.

1. Introduction

The importance and dispersion of artificial
intelligence (AI) is increasing in many areas of
everyday and professional life. AI can be summarized
as systems which are able to interpret external data
correctly, learn from these, and use them to achieve
specific goals and tasks. In doing so, AI is able to
perform perceptual, cognitive, and conversational tasks
[1, 2]. Due to vast technological improvements, AI
can increasingly be applied to support decision-making
processes [3]. Nevertheless, due to legal [4] or ethical
[5] restrictions, in many application areas it is not
feasible to let AI make autonomous decisions [6]. At
present, in most cases AI does not decide autonomously,
but works in collaboration with humans. Empirical
research has already shown that a collaboration of
humans and AI can outperform both of the actors

on their own [7]. Human-AI collaboration aims at
combining the individual strengths of humans and AI
and can create synergistic effects to realize optimized
joint decision outcomes [8]. However, it is not clear
how collaborative environments should be constructed
to ensure effective and efficient collaboration between
humans and interacting advanced computing systems
such as AI [9]. This glaring research gap has been
highlighted in several calls for future research to
develop techniques supporting a collaboration between
humans and AI [9, 10].

A growing research stream is beginning to shed
light on desired characteristics of the collaborative
environments by focusing on different forms of
human-AI collaboration. Amongst others, these differ
in the degree of decision autonomy given to the AI.
Forms of collaboration include delegation from humans
to AI with high autonomy for AI [11], or AI-advised
decision-making, allowing for higher human autonomy
[12]. We focus on the latter in this paper.

Previous research on this topic has analyzed how
AI advice is influencing different performance measures
such as the accuracy of a decision [6]. It was found
that AI advice can also have negative consequences on
the performance of collaborative decision-making when
humans rely on wrong AI advice even though they
would have known the correct answer. For instance,
Lebovitz et al. [13] have found that AI insights
can decrease the work performance of physicians as
they may cause them to doubt their own diagnostic
decisions and spend more time on decision-making.
To gather an expansive understanding of AI-advised
decision-making, it is important to not only assess
whether advice is accepted and the resulting accuracy.
Moreover, potential moderators on the performance
need to be contemplated. By this, a holistic picture
of the impact of AI-advice on decision-making can be
created.

Recent research about the influence of human advice
(not from AI) has acknowledged that not only the
acceptance of advice, but also its effect on confidence
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is of importance. By this, a broader view of the
performance through advice taking is enabled [14].
In line with this, we consider human confidence
in a decision made based on AI advice to be an
important aspect to broaden the understanding of
effective AI-advised decision-making.

Following the research literature on human
confidence, a mismatch between human confidence
and the actual performance is often likely. One of the
most well-known findings in this context is the one
of overconfidence, stating that people systematically
misjudge their own performance [15].

In a different setting of human-AI collaboration,
delegation from humans to AI, the issue of humans’
missing awareness of the own knowledge has already
been shown. Fügener et al. [11] found that their subjects
were not aware of what they know and what they do
not know. Hence, they could not tell when it would
be wiser to let the AI solve a task, or to perform it by
themselves. Thus, collaboration did not reach its full
potential due to a mismatch of humans’ subjective and
actual knowledge.

It is conceivable that such a mismatch can
also become an issue in the context of AI-advised
decision-making. If AI advice distorts human
confidence, the resulting impact could become harmful.

The goal of this paper is to improve the general
understanding of these intriguing issues by focusing on
the influence of AI advice on human confidence. We
explore these issues by running an exploratory study
about the influence of AI advice and certainty on human
confidence. In a first step, we want to analyze the
impact of pure AI advice and by this want to answer the
following research question:

RQ1: How does AI advice influence a human
decision-maker’s confidence about the final decision?

One premise for a successful collaboration through
AI-advised decision-making found by previous research
is to have a correct mental model of the AI’s error
boundaries [8]. In order to analyze the effect of this
awareness on human confidence, we additionally
assess the impact of providing information on the AI’s
certainty about a suggested decision:

RQ2: Does human confidence change when the AI’s
certainty is disclosed along with its decision?

To answer these research questions, we conducted a
laboratory experiment with 458 subjects who performed
an image classification task. Subjects were randomly
assigned to one of three treatments: The first without

any AI-advice, the second with showing the AI’s answer
as advice, and the third in which additionally the AI’s
certainty is presented. Subjects had to classify the
images and for each answer state their certainty about
their decision.

Our findings are relevant for contexts in which
humans make decisions based on AI advice and for
which it is important to optimally design the interaction
processes between humans and AI. They are especially
relevant for situations in which relying confidently on a
decision may have severe consequences if the decision
is wrong. Especially, in such high-stake domains it is
of importance that the human decision-maker possesses
a correct degree of confidence in a decision in order to
avoid time delay or even failure.

Our experiments take place in a setting with one
human collaborator. However, our findings may also be
relevant for group decision-making situations. Groups
might work together, discuss ideas, and finally agree on
a solution. In these situations, it is easy to imagine that
a human with strong confidence about her choice might
dominate the discussion with other humans who are not
as certain. Lorenz et al. [16] found that informing
humans about other humans’ choice estimates increased
their confidence in their own decision.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
In the next section, we provide an overview over
research in AI-advised decision-making and human
confidence. Then, we describe our experimental
approach and subsequently present our findings on the
effect of AI advice on human certainty. We conclude
with a discussion of these results, resulting implications,
and some limitations as well as suggestions for further
research.

2. Related Work

2.1. AI-advised decision-making

AI-advised decision-making can be defined as
settings in which a human takes recommendations
from an AI partner. The human user sees the
AI’s recommendation and can decide to accept the
suggestion, or answer differently. Thus, the AI
gives a recommendation, but the human makes the
final decision [17]. The areas of application range
from medical diagnoses, over recidivism prediction, to
assessment of creditworthiness [6].

In order to assess whether humans receiving advice
from an AI perform better than humans on their own, the
performance of such collaborations has been studied by
previous research [8, 18]. The quality of performance
can be measured as the accuracy of the decision made
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based on the AI’s advice [19]. Fügener et al. [18] have
tested how AI advice impacts human decision accuracy
and unique human knowledge (what humans know, but
the AI does not). They found that receiving AI advice
improves the overall accuracy for individuals, but not
for (larger) groups in a wisdom of crowds setting. They
conclude that the loss of unique human knowledge due
to AI advice harms the group performance. As an
attempt to mitigate the negative effect of AI advice on
unique human knowledge, they tested to additionally
present the AI’s certainty. However, this did not have
the desired effect, but led to an overall decrease of
accepting the AI’s suggestion, even if the AI would
have been correct. An alternative approach of providing
personalized AI suggestions worked well in settings of
all tested group sizes.

It can be seen that the general performance is not
the only important factor when assessing a human-AI
collaboration through receiving AI advice. As humans
make the final decision, also subjective measures such
as their preferences for advice are of relevance. Even
though some AI systems provide advice with a high
accuracy, humans might prefer to rely on human advice
instead [19]. Whether this is the case could not entirely
be clarified by empirical research so far. There exist
contrasting findings concerning preferences of human
compared to algorithmic advice. Results by Dietvorst
et al. ([20], [21]) suggest that humans overreact to
bad advice from algorithms, often called algorithm
aversion. By contrast, findings by Logg et al. [22]
indicate that humans rely more on identical advice from
an algorithm than another human. These seemingly
contradictory findings underline that it is not sufficient
to analyze objective performance characteristics of
AI-advised decision settings. Instead, also subjective
human perceptions need to be studied as they may
impact preferences to rely on AI advice and through this
the collaborative performance.

One factor that has previously been stressed by
academic literature is human trust in AI and its
recommendation. It can be measured as the acceptance
of the AI’s advice as the human’s final decision [23].
Knowing when to trust or distrust the AI allows the
human decision-maker to apply her own knowledge
and improve the outcome of a decision when the AI’s
recommendation is poor [8]. Regarding factors enabling
successful AI-advised decision-making, valid human
mental models of the AI’s output reliability have been
stressed [17, 6]. By providing awareness of the error
boundaries of AI, they help users to know when to
trust or distrust the AI’s recommendation [8, 17]. This
awareness enables the human decision-maker to decide
when to accept or override an AI’s suggestion [6]. In

order to generate this awareness, Zhang et al. [8] have
tested information designs that reveal information about
the AI’s confidence and their effect on human trust and
a decision’s final outcome. They found that showing
the AI’s confidence can improve the calibration of
human trust in AI-advised decision-making, but found
no significant effect on the outcome’s accuracy.

Amongst others, the impact of pure AI advice
as well as combined with AI’s certainty has been
studied on collaborative performance, human trust, and
unique human knowledge. However, so far the human
confidence in the decision made based on AI advice has
not been studied extensively. It should be noted that trust
is a related, yet distinct concept of confidence. While
trust has an impact on whether a human accepts the AI’s
advice, confidence measures the human’s certainty in
the decision. The following passage provides a broad
overview of the literature regarding human confidence
relevant for the setting of our present research.

2.2. Human Confidence

Topics concerning human confidence as well as
existing biases around it have been prominent in
research of different areas and domains, including
decision-making [24, 25]. We refer to confidence as
the subjective probability that a decision is correct [26].
Mainly, research on confidence has focused on the
relationship between subjective estimates of confidence
and actual performance [15]. One possibility to validate
degrees of confidence is to contemplate the calibration
of confidence statements [27]. Calibration expresses
whether people’s degrees of confidence and the actual
levels of decision accuracy are coherent [28]. As such,
the calibration of a person is a measure for the quality of
people’s confidence [27].

If people’s confidence statements are appropriate
reflections of their actual performance, they are
well-calibrated [29]. Empirical research has shown that
usually, people’s calibration about their own knowledge
is poor [29]. Often, a mismatch between confidence
and accuracy has been found in the empirical literature
[28, 30]. Tidwell et al. [15] define confidence levels
above the actual performance as overconfidence, and
those below the actual performance as underconfidence.

To measure confidence experimentally, subjects are
frequently asked to state their certainty about a decision
[31, 32, 27]. In line with this, we use subjects’ certainty
as a proxy for human confidence in our experiment
which is described in the following passage.
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3. Methodology

3.1. Experimental setup

We use the experiment described in Fügener et
al. [18], where human certainty was measured in
the experiments but not discussed in the paper. In
the experiment, subjects had to perform an image
classification task. This rather generic task was
explicitly chosen, as human subjects should be able to
perform it without being trained for it, and as findings
from generic tasks may also inform specialized tasks,
which is not necessarily the case for contexts requiring
specific training [18].
The subjects were asked to assign a focal image (e.g., of
a monkey dog) to one of ten given image classes. The
class name and 13 exemplary images were shown for
each of the potential classes (similar to [33]). Exemplary
screenshots of the experimental interface are shown in
figures 1 to 3 displaying four of ten classes due to space
limitations. All subjects were asked to classify the same
100 images in a randomized order that were chosen
from the ImageNet database (www.image-net.org). A
classification was considered as correct if the true image
class was chosen (e.g., monkey dog, instead of a briard).
Together with their choice of image class, subjects
had to state their certainty for the given answer on
a four-point scale (1/4: “Uncertain”, 2/4: “Rather
uncertain”, 3/4: “Rather certain”, 4/4: “Certain”). This
measure of confidence was chosen as it was found that
people find it easier to state their confidence verbally
(e.g., ”I am certain”) compared to numerical measures
(e.g., ”I am 80% certain”) [31].

Figure 1. Exemplary screenshot of Treatment 1:

Humans without AI advice.

Subjects were randomly assigned to one of three
experimental conditions. Treatment 1 serves as a control

Figure 2. Exemplary screenshot of Treatment 2:

Humans with AI advice.

Figure 3. Exemplary screenshot of Treatment 3:

Humans with AI advice and certainty.

group. Corresponding subjects had to classify all images
without any help. Subjects in Treatment 2 and 3 received
advice of an AI. As AI, the GoogLeNet Inception
v3 one of the current best-performing AIs for image
classification [34] was implemented. The AI assigns a
certainty score to 1,000 potential classes representing
the likelihood of a class being true for a given image. In
the experiment, the AI suggested subjects the class with
the highest certainty score. Two types of advice were
provided: In Treatment 2, subjects were only shown the
class suggested by the AI. Specifically, for a focal image
they were shown which class the AI suggests above the
other potential classes. Subjects in Treatment 3 were
additionally shown information about the AI’s certainty,
which was reported on the same four-point scale used to
measure human certainty. By this, subjects could easily
comprehend and relate the AI’s certainty to their own.
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3.2. Study Protocol

The experiment was performed on August 8th, 2019,
with 458 subjects recruited via Amazon Mechanical
Turk (“MTurk”). Only subjects from the USA with a
positive rating of at least 90%, who had not participated
in related studies before were recruited. Subjects had to
correctly answer an attendance check and meet technical
requirements of screen resolution to be included in the
study. They received $1 for participation, $0.05 for
each correctly classified image, and a bonus payment
of an additional $1 if they estimated how many images
they classified correctly by five images. After the
classification task, subjects in Treatment 2 and 3 could
earn an additional $0.50 for answering a survey about
their trust in AI.

Prior to the classification task, subjects were given
basic information about the task and performed an
attendance check. They were informed that they were
not allowed to continue if they did not answer all of the
questions correctly. After the attendance check, subjects
were randomly assigned to one of the experimental
treatments and received instructions according to it. 146
subjects were assigned to Treatment 1 (“Baseline”),
160 subjects into Treatment 2 (“Only AI suggestion”),
and 152 subjects into Treatment 3 (“AI suggestion
and certainty information”). After subjects classified
the 100 images, they were asked to estimate how
many images they classified correctly and reported how
they made their decisions. Subjects of Treatments
2 and 3 additionally answered a questionnaire on
human-computer trust with ten items [35]. The
experiment ended with demographic questions about
the subjects. Subsequently, the subjects learned about
their results and payment. Average duration was 57.4
minutes and average pay without Amazon MTurk fees
was $5.77.

The accuracy of the AI used by us on our chosen set
of images was 77%.

4. Effect of AI Advice on Confidence

The average self-reported certainty of subjects
(measured on a four-point scale: 1/4: “Uncertain”,
2/4: “Rather uncertain”, 3/4: “Rather certain”, 4/4:
“Certain”) was 3.34 in the first treatment, 3.55 in
the second treatment with AI suggestion, and 3.42
in the treatment where AI certainty was additionally
communicated. Providing the AI suggestion to human
decision makers seems to increase their level of
certainty, while additionally providing the AI’s certainty
reduces the level of human certainty. Since the average
performance in the treatments with AI advice was above

the average performance without AI advice, the higher
levels in certainty might be justified by a higher level of
accuracy.

To explore this further, we ran a linear regression on
the level of images and subjects (regression results are
summarized in Table 1). The dependent variable is the
level of certainty a subject reported for an image on a
scale from 1 (uncertain) to 4 (certain). The independent
variables are whether the AI suggestion was provided
(this dummy variable was 1 for Treatments 2 and 3, and
0 for Treatment 1), whether AI certainty was provided
(this dummy variable was 1 in Treatment 3, and 0
otherwise), and a dummy variable indicating whether
the image was classified correctly by the human decision
maker. While we just replicate the average values
in Model 1, we added the interaction effect between
“AI suggestion” and “Correct” as well as between “AI
certainty” and “Correct” in Model 2. We control for
image and subject heterogeneity with random effects.

We see a base case value of 2.961 (no AI advice,
not correctly classified image). Not surprisingly, the
level of subjects’ certainty is significantly higher for
images that were classified correctly. Providing the AI
suggestion further increases confidence significantly (by
0.264) for images that were not correctly classified. This
effect is mitigated by providing AI certainty which leads
to a decrease of the level of certainty for incorrectly
classified images by 0.347.

The interaction effects provide interesting insights.
When the AI suggestions of correctly classified images
are provided, the effect is negative. Thus, subjects’
certainty increases less for correctly classified images
as compared to incorrectly classified images. Again,
providing AI certainty mitigates this effect.

We further analyze the influence of the level of
AI certainty that was communicated in Treatment 3 in
Model 3. In general, lower AI certainty levels led to
lower human certainty levels. Thus, the communicated
level of AI certainty seems to influence the decision
maker’s level of certainty. Interestingly, for images the
human classified incorrectly, providing any AI certainty
level has a negative effect on human certainty. For
correctly classified images, the effect of communicating
AI certainty was mostly positive, only for the lowest
value of AI certainty it became negative.

Model 4 controls for the human difficulty of an
image (1 minus human accuracy in T1). This replicates
the observation from models 2 and 3 that providing
the AI suggestion increases human certainty, especially
when the classification is wrong, and that providing AI
certainty mitigates the effect. We further see a negative
effect of image difficulty on human certainty, and a
positive interaction effect of AI suggestion and image
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Table 1. Regression results on subjects’ level of certainty.

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4
Constant 3.341***
Constant (not correct) 2.961*** 2.961*** 3.482***
Correct 0.559*** 0.559*** 0.291***
AI Suggestion 0.206*** 0.264*** 0.264*** 0.152**
AI Certainty -0.131*** -0.347*** -0.247***
AI Suggestion × Correct -0.155*** -0.155*** -0.081***
AI Certainty × Correct 0.269*** 0.224***
AI Certainty

1/4 (uncertain) -0.394***
2/4 (rather uncertain) -0.341***
3/4 (rather certain) -0.154*
4/4 (certain) -0.196***

AI Certainty (Interaction)
1/4 × correct -0.153***
2/4 × correct 0.071**
3/4 × correct 0.095
4/4 × correct 0.298***

Human difficulty -1.065***
AI Suggestion × Difficulty 0.267***
AI Certainty × Difficulty -0.202***
Random Effects Images Subject, Subject, Subject,

Images Images Images
Adjusted R2 0.014 0.095 0.122 0.161
Significance values: ***: p < 0.001, **: p < 0.01, *: p < 0.05

difficulty. This suggests that showing the AI suggestion
offers a greater boost of confidence for difficult images.
Additionally, providing the AI’s certainty seems to
cancel this effect. We illustrate this effect in Figure
4: the blue dots represent the effect of providing
AI suggestions on human certainty for each image,
while the red dots represent the effect of providing
both AI suggestion and AI certainty. The regression
lines illustrate that the increase in human certainty by
providing AI suggestion alone increases with image
difficulty (blue dotted line), while this is not the case
if AI suggestion is accompanied with AI certainty (red
dotted line).

Figure 2 illustrates the results. Providing an
AI suggestion increases the certainty of human
decision-makers in all cases, and this increase was more
pronounced when humans were wrong. By providing
both AI suggestion along with AI certainty, human
certainty was increased if the final choice was correct,
and decreased if the final choice was incorrect.

5. Discussion

We have analyzed the impact of AI advice on
human confidence, measured as certainty of a decision

Figure 4. The effect of human image difficulty on

the effect of providing AI suggestion (Delta T2-T1)

and AI suggestion with AI certainty (Delta T3-T1) on

the average human certainty.

made in an image classification task. Our findings
reveal that AI advice can make humans more confident
about decisions, but not necessarily in a desirable way.
Pure AI suggestion not only increases confidence for
correctly, but also for incorrectly classified images. The
magnitude of increase in human confidence is even
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Figure 5. The effect of providing AI suggestion and

certainty on average human certainty.

higher for incorrectly classified images. Thus, humans
seem to feel false comfort in an incorrect decision by
receiving AI advice. As such, pure AI advice tends to
increase overconfidence in a decision-maker.

Additionally providing the AI’s certainty for a given
advice mitigates the described effect. It decreases
confidence for incorrectly classified images by a much
stronger magnitude than for correctly classified images.
Hence, subjects achieve a better calibration regarding
their confidence about a decision compared to receiving
pure AI advice. Apparently, showing AI’s certainty
helps to reduce a part of overconfidence based on the
perceived performance of AI.

This effect of mitigation might be achieved because
providing the certainty of AI shows its error boundaries
and helps to create a more realistic mental model of the
AI [6, 8]. This can help to correct a misleading effect of
seeing only pure AI advice which is also known from
literature regarding advice from humans to humans.
Receiving an advice from another person can (falsely)
increase the own confidence in a decision, because one
suspects that the other person has better information
[36, 16].

5.1. Implications

The findings of this paper contribute to the growing
body of literature regarding human-AI collaboration,
specifically AI-advised decision-making. For the
design of decision-making processes assisted by AI,
our findings have important implications. In contexts
where the confidence in a decision is of importance,
not only pure AI advice should be presented, but
also the corresponding certainty. Otherwise, increased
human overconfidence could be the result. Examples
for these areas are high-stake decision-making domains
in which confidence in (wrong) decisions could have
severe consequences [17], such as for physicians in
hospitals, or brokers in the banking sector.

Our findings specifically are of special importance
for decision-making scenarios in which uncertainty is
involved, and where not one finite solution exists,
e.g. for prediction cases. In these kinds of decision
environments, certainty assessments often play a key
role in arriving at a (collaborative) decision [29]. Thus,
relying on a misleading feeling of confidence for
arriving at a decision can be dangerous.

5.2. Limitations and Future Research

The conclusion of our findings cannot be to always
provide the AI’s certainty with a suggestion. Even
though it seems to help with the calibration of human
confidence levels for showing AI advice, it can have
unwanted side-effects on other outcomes. Fügener
et al. [18] conclude that the negative effect of AI
advice on unique human knowledge could only slightly
be mitigated by showing the AI’s certainty together
with an AI’s suggestion. As a loss of unique human
knowledge is suggested to have negative effects in
group decision-making, a further analysis of the effect
that providing AI advice with certainty on human
confidence in group decision-making contexts should
be conducted. Additionally, the effect of showing AI
advice and certainty on confidence should be tested in
group decision-making contexts. As confidence could
affect behavior in groups, this could be valuable research
area.

Our study did not take place in a specific application
context to generate findings that can be generalized
over different contexts of AI-advised decision-making.
To test whether our findings hold true in concrete
use contexts, the impact of providing AI advice and
certainty on human confidence in a decision should be
analyzed in practical settings. Examples may be the
confidence of radiologists receiving AI advice for the
interpretation of medical images [13], or of recruiters
that receive AI’s suggestions for which candidate to
hire [37]. In both areas AI as decision support is
increasingly used and making a decision relying on
a false feeling of confidence is not desirable. Thus,
the impact of AI advice on confidence and whether
potential overconfidence can be mitigated by showing
AI’s certainty or even further measures would be worth
studying.

In the studied setting, the AI outperforms human
decision makers. The subjects could have been aware of
this circumstance, what potentially drives the increase
in certainty after receiving AI advice. Further research
could explore whether AI advice in tasks in which
humans on their own perform better than AI alone or
with informational asymmetry lead to the same effects
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on confidence.

6. Conclusion

Our study has made a first step towards
understanding the impact AI advice can have on
human confidence. Resulting human overconfidence
from receiving pure AI advice can get mitigated
by additionally showing AI’s certainty. This is of
importance for decision-making contexts in which
humans get assisted by AI. As both humans and AI
are not perfect in decision-making in most domains,
there will remain uncertainty. However, for contexts in
which a human is making the final decision, calibrating
human confidence is a possible lever to reduce the risk
of wrong decisions based on overconfidence.
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